DEEP engages and empowers
people living with dementia to
influence services and policies
that affect their lives
November 2016
Welcome to November’s Update – you’ve had lots to say this month so it’s a special
bumper issue including our first ‘focus on…’ section.
Don’t forget you can always send research or feedback requests, information, events
and photos that you would like to share with the rest of the network. We will
endeavour to include everything if there is space. If you have urgent deadlines, we
can always see if a specific group mailing is a better option.
In this month’s Update:
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h a v e y o u r s a y:
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network support
New DEEP Guide on clinical psychology
Last year some groups in the DEEP network were involved in a consultation with the
British Psychological Society (BPS). The BPS then produced guidance around the role
of clinical psychology in the early stages of dementia.
We have produced a very brief summary of papers published by the British
Psychological Society as a DEEP Guide covering:




What psychology is and what
psychologists do.
How psychologists can support people
before during and after diagnosis.
A summary of some comments by people
with dementia.

Download a copy here:
http://dementiavoices.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/DEEP-Guide-ClinicalPsychology-in-the-early-stage-of-dementia.pdf
Making an Impact Together
Making an Impact Together is a new guide written by and with
several groups which are members of the DEEP network. The
aim of the guide is to help other people with dementia in
influencing and activism groups.
It offers hints, tips and suggestions based on their experience
of trying to make change happen.
The booklet aims to be a helpful resource for other groups in
DEEP and should also be useful for group facilitators/
supporters.
Download as a PDF version here:
http://dementiavoices.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Making-An-ImpactTogether.pdf
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Our Dementia, Our Rights
A new guide which aims to highlight as simply as possible the
importance of human and civil rights in ensuring support, inclusion
and dignity for people with dementia.
It has been co-produced with the Dementia Policy Think Tank, a
group of seven people with dementia interested in influencing
policy. You can download a PDF at:
http://dementiavoices.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Our-dementia-Ourrights-booklet.pdf

network news
Working with the Forget-me-Nots: communication, interaction and dementia
Researchers from the University of Bristol have been
conducting research to explore the kinds of support
that people with dementia receive. With the help of
the Forget-me-Nots in Swindon, this has been done
through looking closely at the interactions between
people with dementia and the people who support
them.
Click for a summary of the project: http://dementiavoices.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2016/11/FMN-Bristol-Uni-Project.pdf
More faces to names…
You enjoyed putting faces to names last month.
This photo was taken at a recent DEEP facilitators’
meeting where Rachel Niblock (DEEP Co-ordinator
South and Wales) met with:







Rachael Litherland (Innovations in Dementia CIC)
Ashleigh, Tara and Paula (Dementia NI)
Christine (Healthy Living Club London)
Rhiannon (Tea & Chat)
 Anita (Me, Myself & I)
 April (Abbeyfield)
Irene (Making Space)
 Katie (Memorabilia)
 Anna (PACE YDUK)
Agnes (SDWG/Alumni)
 David (Mental Health Foundation)
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Lifting the Cloud
Derby City’s new group, Lifting the Cloud, is a group for people with
memory loss, cognitive impairment or dementia. They meet every
second Thursday of the month. A separate carer’s group runs parallel
to the main DEEP group.

f o c u s o n… t r a n s p o r t
Airport parking survey - update
The Airport Parking Shop told us that the recent survey many of you contributed to
resulted in a great article. The article covered the importance of:
 Dementia Friends,
 thoughts and feelings of those travelling, and
 what steps the public think the airports should be taking to become dementia
friendly.
You can see the finished article here:
https://www.airport-parking-shop.co.uk/blog/dementia-friendly-airports/
Driving with Dementia
Dr James McKillop has kindly shared his publication, Driving and
Dementia – My Experiences. You can view the document by clicking
on the link below. Paper copies can be ordered from the Life
Changes Trust:
http://www.lifechangestrust.org.uk/sites/default/files/Driving%20with%20Dementi
a%20website.pdf

Resources from the Scottish Dementia Working Group
SWDG has published a Travelling Safely with Dementia leaflet. Their Travelling
Safely with Dementia video is also now available to watch featuring some of their
members talking about their experiences travelling and offering helpful advice:
Leaflet: http://dementiavoices.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Travellingwith-dementia-V4-07.09.16.pdf
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elUdbwt9C9Y&feature=youtu.be
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Alzheimer Scotland Information Sheet
This document provides useful information and tips on driving with dementia which
you might like to share with your groups: http://dementiavoices.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2016/11/Driving_and_dementia_AD-Scotland.pdf
Reminder: Travelling Well With Dementia Event, Edinburgh, 7 December 2016
Upstream are inviting people to their first conference. The aims of the conference
are:





to learn more about them,
to hear from partner organisations from around Scotland,
to help to develop ideas for inclusive mobility design, and
to learn about other initiatives working to make travel and transport better for
people living with hidden disabilities.

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/travelling-well-with-dementia-tickets-4268759976
Group Discussion notes
Following our prompt, Dementia Voice Worcestershire discussed transport at their
latest meeting and have shared their notes here – you may find this useful as a
starting point for your own discussions: http://dementiavoices.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2016/11/Dementia-Voice-Transport-3-11-16.pdf
Camden Minds – consumer testing taxi services
Camden Minds have been working with Rica on consumer testing around taxi
services. You can see an overview of their preliminary work here:
http://dementiavoices.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Great-Camden-Mindsmeeting-Topic-Cab-Taxi-firms-in-Camden.pdf

h a v e y o u r s a y. . .
Department of Health 2020 Citizens Engagement Programme
The Department of Health wants to know what people with dementia, and their
families and carers think about: whether policies are improving dementia services.
They have produced a survey to collect viewpoints.
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They would like people who have been diagnosed with dementia in the last two
years to complete the survey.
The survey asks questions about:
 the quality and experience of getting a diagnosis
 the level of care and support you received after your diagnosis
 how much understanding people in your local community have about
dementia
The survey can be filled in here: https://consultations.dh.gov.uk/dementia/caresupport-and-awareness/. If you know other families who will not have seen this
survey, please do pass on the link to them.
Feedback request – employment and dementia
Making Space have a new Group “DEEP VIBES” in Scarborough,
and have just joined the network.
Making Space are researching the possibility of employment for
people living with dementia.
They would be very grateful to hear of any experience other groups or employers
have in this respect.
There is the DEEP guide for employers of course, but Making Space would be keen
to hear of any personal or organisational experience. This might include what has
worked and what has not worked, to help them make sure that they get this right.
This could be the beginning of a very interesting ongoing DEEP project, as people
often discuss employment issues from many perspectives. Your insights and
observations would be very welcome.
Please contact Micheál McLaughlin on dsteam@makingspace.co.uk or Paul Thomas,
DEEP Coordinator North at paul@myid.org.uk / 07510 284760.

Feedback request – work assessments
DEEP VIBES is very exercised by the unjust treatment of people living with dementia
who have to undergo an assessment by Atos/Capita on behalf of DWP.
They would like to know whether any other groups have raised this as an issue or
have experience/feedback they would be willing to share. Please contact
paul@myid.org who will forward your comments.
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Feedback request – vascular dementia
Liz Harper from DEEP VIBES in Scarborough is looking for feedback and writes:
“When I was diagnosed with vascular dementia in May this year I was 67 and
thought I was too old to be a YOD. But many others are up to 15 or 20 years older
than me.
Through asking around on talking point etc I understand the cut off point of 65 is
traditionally the age used as the retirement age. People are saying that there isn't
an official age now which divides the two. Wondered what you think on this
subject?”
If you would like to speak with Liz, please contact irene.jervis@makingspace.co.uk
or paul@myid.org.uk (07510 284760) in the first instance.
Research request – University of Hull
Have you been bereaved of a relative or a friend who had dementia?
Would you like to be involved in a research project aimed at understanding
commemoration and memorialisation of the life of a person with dementia?
The University of Hull is interested in finding out how people with dementia are
remembered and their lives celebrated. By focusing on memorialisation in and after
the death of a person with dementia, they hope to raise awareness and increase
understanding of a topic which is often taboo in our society.
For further information or to take part, contact Research Fellow: Dr Miroslava
Hukelova (m.hukelova@hull.ac.uk / 01482 466376).
You can find all the contact information here: http://dementiavoices.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2016/11/University-of-Hull-participation-notice.pdf.

new groups
Please welcome the following new groups to the network:







Buddy Group, West Midlands
Ty Golau (House of Light), Llanelli
Tea & Chat, Brecon
Feelgood Friday, Llandysul
Ty Golau (House of Light), Kidwelly
The Old Brewery, Shotton
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spotted...
A little look at some of the places DEEP groups and people have been spotted
recently (for further information, please contact the relevant group directly):
 Joy Watson on the ITV This Morning sofa.
 Nigel Hullah (Fuse & Muse) on BBC Online News.
 Ethos poster on the wall of The Old Brewery,
Shotton.
 Nigel, Chris and Jayne outside Mi5.
 Jack (youngest Innovations in Dementia
member) assisting with a recent mailing.

keep in touch
Let us know about your work – it is great to share it through the DEEP Update. Here
are the contact details for Rachel and Paul:

Rachel Niblock
Southern Co-ordinator
E: niblock@myid.org.uk
T: 07720 538851

www.dementiavoices.org.uk
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Paul Thomas
Northern Co-ordinator
E: paul@myid.org.uk
T: 07510 284760

@DementiaVoices
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